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Flatlands Dance Theatre produces
and promotes innovative and
diverse dance and provides
community engagement initiatives
to the West Texas region through a
collective of working artists.
Flatlands Dance Theatre seeks to
enrich the West Texas cultural
community by producing
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innovative and diverse dance works
performed by professional artists.
In establishing Flatlands Dance
Theatre we are particularly
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enthusiastic about the
opportunities we have to engage
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with other individuals in the
community who share our
commitment to furthering the
visibility of professional dance in
Lubbock and West Texas.
A performing company must have
talent and artistic ambition to
survive and thrive. Thriving requires
the support of community partners
who also believe in the mission of
Flatlands Dance Theatre. FDT
brings professional dance of the
highest caliber to the South Plains.
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MEMBERSHIP CIRCLE
2017-2018 SEASON

We believe in the possibility that
with your support, Lubbock could
be a premiere hub for professional
dance in Texas and beyond.

FLATLANDS
DANCE THEATRE
P.O. Box 93001
Lubbock, Texas 79493-3001
info@flatlandsdance.org
www.flatlandsdance.org

A FDT

A FDT
Magnet
Recognition in
all FDT
production
programs
Exclusive news
on the FDT
company and
events
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a celebratory reception at the end of our 2017-2018 season.
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Finale!
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To thank you for your support, all members will be invited to
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We invite you to be part of that vision and join us for the upcoming
season as a member of the Flatlands Dance Theatre Membership Circle.
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Shirt

005,2$ - rotcafeneB

Season tickets
(tickets per
production)

000,1$ - rotceriD

productions

052$ - ynapmoC

VIP seating for

05$ - dneirF

Sneak peek of
private
showings and
rehearsals

001$ - ecitnerppA

Exclusive
backstage
access to meet
the company

52$ - tnedutS

MEMBERSHIP LEVEL:

Student
Level
$25

FDT MEMBERSHIP CIRCLE APPLICATION:

Friend
Level
$50
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Apprentice
Level
$100

005$ - rehpargoerohC

$500

Company
Level
$250
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Level
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Choreographer
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Director
Level
$1,000
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Benefactor
Level
$2,500
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Benefits
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BENEFITS OF THE FDT MEMBERSHIP CIRCLE

